Welcome to the 8th MARPART Conference
“MARITIME EMERGENCY RESPONSE IN THE ARCTIC”
- policies, capacities and competence

Nord University Campus Bodo, Norway, September 3-4, 2019

Organized by NORDLAB and the High North Center at the Nord University Business School and Marpart-consortium partners
Program
The 8th Marpart conference will highlight policy development within maritime preparedness and response in the Arctic and discuss capacity and competence issues related to large scale SAR and oil spill recovery operations in the maritime Arctic.

The conference will among others focus on:

- Arctic agreements and institutions on emergency response
- Mass evacuation and SAR operations at sea in the High North
- The management of complex operations in icy waters – MIRG and oil spill response
- Emergency management and competence for key personnel
- Training and exercise for the Arctic environment

As part of the Conference, an emergency management exercise Exercise “Icefjord” will be arranged at NORDLAB – the NORD University emergency management laboratory.

Practical information:
The Conference will be held in Bodø, at Nord University Campus (https://www.nord.no/no/om-oss/studiesteder/bodo).

Please register here: https://response.questback.com/nord/c4oix0lqsv

For hotel booking, we recommend the following hotels: Scandic Havet, Thon hotel, Radisson Blu hotel, Clarion Hotel, Scandic Bodø, Bodø City Hotel, or Skagen Hotel.

Deadline for registration – 15.08.2019

For additional information, please contact professor Odd Jarl Borch (odd.j.borch@nord.no) or senior advisor Andrey Kazakov (andrey.kazakov@nord.no)